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1. PEOPLE 
 

FACULTY 
 
• Arregui, Ana   Office: 423  Ext: 1752 Email: aarregui 
• Brunelle, Marc   Office: 429  Ext: 1771 Email: mbrunell 
• Côté, Marie-Hélène  Office: 447  Ext: 5287 Email: mhcote 
• Jensen, John T.  Office: 438  Ext: 1766 Email: jjensen 
• Levey, Stephen  Office: 418  Ext :1573 Email: slevey 
• MacKay, Ian   Office: 411  Ext: 1753 Email: imackay 
• Mathieu, Éric   Office: 447  Ext: 5287 Email: emathieu 
• Poplack, Shana  Office: 422  Ext: 1764 Email: spoplack 
• Sabourin, Laura  Office: 439  Ext: 1763 Email: lsabour3 
• Salanova, Andrés Pablo Office:  434  Ext: 1759 Email: asalanov 
• Zamuner, Tania  Office: 418  Ext: 2701 Email: tzamuner 
• Kim, Kyumin   Office: 410  Ext: 1758 E-mail: tzamuner 
 
Check the department website for more faculty information: 
http://www.linguistique.uottawa.ca 
   

CROSS-APPOINTED FACULTY FROM OTHER DEPARTMENTS 
 
• Muñoz-Liceras, Juana     Ext: 3742 Email: jliceras  
  (Modern Languages and Literatures)  
• Martineau, France     Ext: 1075 Email: fmartin 
  (Département de français)  
• Fennell, Christopher     Ext: 4204 Email: fennell 
  (School of Psychology)  
 

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF 
 
• Desbiens, Donna (Secretary)   Office: ART 401  
   562-5286  
   Email: desbiens 
 
• Danielle O’Connor (Grad. Academic Assistant)  Office: DMS 8164  
   Ext: 1761  
   Email: gradlin 
 
• Turpin, Jeanne D’Arc (Administrative Assistant) Office: ART 448  
   Ext: 1757   
   Email: jaturpin 
      
Office hours: Monday-Friday 8:45am-12pm, 1pm-4:30pm 
From June 1st to August 31st 8:45am-12pm, 1pm-3:30 

http://www.linguistique.uottawa.ca/
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COMMITTEE ON GRADUATE STUDIES (COGS) 

 
• Marc Brunelle (Chair) 
• Laura Sabourin 
• Stephen Levey 
• Andrés Salanova 
 
COGS is in charge of the graduate programs in linguistics. Talk to COGS members if you 
have any questions or concerns related to the MA or PhD program (requirements, 
courses, admission, scholarships, etc.). 
 

STUDENTS 
 
You will find a list of the continuing students along with their email address and research 
interests at artsites.uottawa.ca/adlinga/people/?lang=en. Every fall, students elect their 
representatives on various departmental and faculty committees. 
 

 
2. ABILITIES REQUIRED TO SUCCEED 
 

Specific program requirements for the MA and PhD are to be found in Sections 3   
and 4 of this Handbook. Below is a series of essential general skills that by  common 
practice are standardly required of graduate students in academic  programs.   
 
In order to be able to successfully complete an MA or PhD in linguistics, students must be 
able to: 

 
• Read, understand and summarize in a critical fashion the scientific literature in 

linguistics; 
• Evaluate the scope of what is known within a specific subdiscipline in linguistics;  
• Communicate clearly orally and in writing; this includes the ability to structure an 

argument and target the correct level of specialization for the relevant audience; 
• Understand, assimilate and integrate criticisms and comments from peers and 

professors; 
• Apply linguistic theories and methodologies to new empirical domains or research 

questions; 
• Define research questions with a scope that is appropriate to the different types of 

research activities; 
• Organize their work, negotiate deadlines with team members and professors in a 

realistic manner and respect deadlines; 
• Understand and manage administrative constraints. 
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In addition, to succeed in a PhD program, students must be able to: 

 
• Demonstrate a critical understanding of debated and developments in progress in their 

field of research; 
• Master technical and experimental skills needed for their field of research 
• Demonstrate their ability to disseminate their research results in national and 

international forums, as is demonstrated by high-quality comprehensive exams 
 

 
3. MASTER’S PROGRAM 
 

Master’s Program: http://www.linguistics.uottawa.ca/program2.html 
 
Normally, students should complete the master's degree within 12 months. The program is 
intensive and involves six courses in addition to a major research paper.  

 
NORMAL SEQUENCE OF COURSES 
 

Fall semester  
Students take two of the three mandatory courses:  
This year: 
 
LIN 5915 (Phonology) 
LIN 5917 (Syntax I) 
+ 1 optional course 
 
Winter semester  
Students take one of the three mandatory courses: 
This year: 
 
LIN5918 (Semantics) 
+ 2 optional courses 
 
The three optional courses must belong to at least two of the following empirical subfields: 
bilingualism, experimental phonetics, first language acquisition, historical linguistics, 
neurolinguistics, psycholinguistics, second language acquisition, sociolinguistics  
 
Some new courses may not be easily classified in these categories.  In doubt, contact the 
academic assistant or the chair of the Committee on Graduate Studies.  

 
Summer semester  
Students register for the research paper (LIN 7997) upon the completion of all courses. 
The research paper must be approved by two faculty members, one of whom also serves 

http://www.linguistics.uottawa.ca/program2.html
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as the supervisor.  The paper is graded S (satisfactory) or NS (not satisfactory). 
 

SUPERVISION COMMITTEE 
 

From September 2013, all new students will have a supervision committee.  The role of 
this committee is to: 

a. Advise the student on academic and professional matters 
b. Ensure that the amount of work required from students is comparable across 

disciplines 
c. Foresee and prevent academic and/or supervisory problems and provide 

mediation if needed 
d. Provide a forum where the student can discuss his/her progress and concerns to 

allow timely completion of the program 
 

The composition of the committee 
a. Two members, including the memoir supervisor and a member appointed by 

COGS.   
b. The member appointed by COGS will advise the student from initial registration.  

The supervisor must be determined by February for students who start the 
program in September.  

 
Form: To ensure that committees are adequately formed, all committee members must 
sign a committee form, available at the secretariat in room ARTS401 or DMS 8164. 
 
Frequency of meetings with students: Students should meet with a member of their 
committee at least once per month. This member will normally be the professor who 
supervises the memoir.  Discussion points for the meeting should be established in 
advance by both the student and the supervisor so that they are prepared for the 
meeting, and a paper record should be kept.  At least one meeting per semester should 
be with the entire committee.  This meeting should be organized as soon as a supervisor 
and a memoir topic have been chosen. 

 
 
GUIDELINES FOR THE RESEARCH PAPER 
 

General description 

The major research paper is expected to be of 40 to 50 pages in length. It consists of an 
informed and critical review of the existing literature, or original research (discussion of 
new data, original analysis of existing data, or more theoretically-oriented work). Whatever 
form is adopted for the paper, it must include some original contribution. This usually 
requires the submission of several drafts and considerable discussion with the supervisor. 
Therefore, work on the research paper should begin early enough in the academic year to 
permit drafts and revisions. The content and scope of memoirs must be discussed in a 
meeting with the entire committee before research is initiated (with the exception of 
preparatory research). Students should also remember that the final version of the 
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research paper must be approved by a second reader, but not until the supervisor has 
approved it.  
 
Supervision  

Linguistics and cross-appointed professors need not be members of the Faculty of 
Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies in order to supervise MA research papers. The same 
regulation applies to Readers. Professors in other academic units (e.g. Second Language 
Institute, psychology, education, etc.) may co-supervise your work. 

 
 Suggested timetable (assuming a September start-date) 

The department recommends the following timetable as a general guideline for students 
and supervisors. Students who do not follow these guidelines should not expect to finish 
the program within 12 months. In planning for the research paper, students should take 
into account the supervisor's and the reader's scheduled absence from campus, especially 
during the spring-summer session. Likewise, professors should make students aware of 
their plans to be away from campus or on holidays during the relevant period. MA students 
must inform the Faculty of Graduate Studies if they are absent for more than one month in 
a row or in total from the campus during the Summer term for which they will be registered. 
 
September-December: The student should be exploring possible research paper topics 
and discussing them with professors, ideally following up with preliminary readings. 
 
January-April: Work begins on the research paper during the winter session. By February, 
a student should have selected both the topic and the professor who will supervise the 
research paper. The supervisor chooses the reader. All parties must sign the LIN 7997 - 
MA Research Paper form, available at the Department Secretariat. The student meets with 
the supervisor as needed. 
 
Beginning of May: The student establishes a work schedule with the supervisor based on 
previous work. The reader is notified of the schedule 
 
Mid-May: Submission of the first draft to the supervisor. 
 
Beginning of June: The supervisor returns the draft to the student with comments and 
suggestions for revisions. 
 
End of June: Submission of a revised version to the supervisor. 
Mid-July: The supervisor determines if a third draft is required. As soon as approval is 
granted, a copy of the paper is submitted to the reader. 
 
End of July (if necessary): Submission of a third draft to the supervisor. 
 
Beginning of August: Submission of draft to the reader. 
  
August 29th: The supervisor, reader and Chair of graduate studies should now have signed 
the major research paper results form. The final copy of the memoir, including all proposed 
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corrections, should be submitted to the Department of Linguistics Academic Assistant in 
room Desmarais 8164. Any extension should be approved by the memoir supervisor and 
Chair of graduate studies. If the extension surpasses the deadline to enter final grades, 
which usually falls around September 3rd, the student will have to register again for the fall 
semester. 

 
TIMELINE FOR READING MEMOIRS 
 
 Supervisor:  Drafts must be read within 2 weeks. 
 
 Reader: The reader must return comments and a final grade within 4 weeks. 
 

Clarification: Supervisors are only required to re-read any submissions that have been 
significantly modified (more than 10% of the text, unless it is a quasi-final version). In order 
to facilitate the supervisors’ task, it is recommended that any modifications or additions to 
a previous draft be indicated by using a different font or different colour. Any drafts that are 
grammatically or stylistically inadequate may be returned to the student for revision. We 
strongly recommend that students and professors confirm receipt of documents and of 
comments, in order to maintain a detailed written record. It is also to be understood that, if 
a professor and a student agree a date for the return of a document, but the document is 
submitted late by the student, the professor may have other obligations and be unable to 
meet the agreed deadline. It is recommended that professors who anticipate a particularly 
busy period fix timelines in writing with students, to be safe. 

  
LANGUAGE REQUIREMENTS 
 

Candidates must have an adequate knowledge of both French and English before 
completing the M.A. program. Thus, they must be prepared to take the courses in both 
languages if necessary during the M.A. program.  
 

 
 
4. PH.D. PROGRAM 
 

Ph.D. Program: http://www.linguistics.uottawa.ca/program3.html  
 
SUPERVISION COMMITTEE 
 

From September 2013, all new students will have a supervision committee.  The role of 
this committee is to: 

a. Advise the student on academic and professional matters 
b. Ensure that the amount of work required from students is comparable across 
 disciplines 
c. Foresee and prevent academic and/or supervisory problems and provide 
 mediation if needed 

http://www.linguistics.uottawa.ca/program3.html
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d. Provide a forum where the student can discuss his/her progress and concerns to 
 allow timely completion of the program 

 
The composition of the committee 

e. Three members, including a) one member appointed by COGS, b) the professor 
 supervising the research paper on which the student is working (comp or thesis) 
 or a second member appointed by COGS if no supervisor has yet been chosen. 
f. The member appointed by COGS will advise the student from initial registration.  
 Other members of the committee should be appointed by the end of the second 
 semester. 
g. If a student is not yet able to select a committee, COGS will appoint missing 
 members. 
h. The student is free to modify his/her committee to fit his/her needs (within the 
 limits defined in a) and b), except the member appointed by COGS.   

 
Form: To ensure that committees are adequately formed, all committee members must 
sign a committee form, available at Desmarais 8164. 
 
Frequency of meetings with students: Students should meet with a member of their 
committee at least once per month. This member will normally be the professor who 
supervises the main research project conducted by the student (qualifying paper, thesis).  
Discussion points for the meeting should be established in advance by both the student 
and the supervisor so that they are prepared for the meeting, and a paper record should 
be kept.  At least one meeting per semester should be with the entire committee, 
organized as soon as possible. 

 
ANNUAL RESEARCH PROGRESS REPORT 
 

After three sessions of registration and once a year thereafter, every student must 
complete an Annual Research Progress Report and have it signed by their thesis advisor 
and the chair of COGS. Once it’s signed, it should be handed in to the Academic assistant. 
Please make sure to consult your supervisor’s and the chair’s comments before handing 
the report to the academic assistant. Permission to continue to register in the program 
depends on a satisfactory report. To avoid any delays, please submit your progress report 
at least one month before your deadline. The form is available at: 

 http://www.etudesup.uottawa.ca/Portals/29/forms/ESUP5189(mod).pdf  
 
REQUIREMENTS 

 
The PhD requirements include: 
 

Courses 
A total of six courses with credits (18 credits in total) + one Pass or fail course.  All 
students must take two of the following three courses (or approved equivalents): 
 
 - LIN 6915 Phonology II 

http://www.etudesup.uottawa.ca/Portals/29/forms/ESUP5189(mod).pdf
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 - LIN 6917 Syntax II 
 - LIN 6918 Semantics II 
Note: You may not be able to register to LIN6915, 6917 or 6918 via Rabaska if you’ve 
done your Master’s at a university other than UOttawa. If that’s the case, please send a 
registration form to your academic assistant. 

 
Students who have started since September 2007 must also take the LIN 8998 Doctoral 
Seminar. The doctoral seminar must be taken in conjunction with the first comprehensive 
exam paper. Topics to be covered include the following: presentation of research results; 
poster preparation; techniques for writing abstracts, academic papers, and reviews; journal 
submission and review procedures; conference participation. Graded Pass/Fail. 

 
All students will take four additional graduate courses, chosen in consultation with their 
advisor. All linguistics graduate courses fulfill this requirement, except those which are 
prerequisites to required doctoral courses (LIN 5915, LIN 5917, LIN 5918) and LIN 7997 
which is specific to the MA program. 
 
The Department may add to the courses selected by a student if this appears desirable 
given the student’s previous preparation. Students are informed of any additional 
requirements at the beginning of their studies. 
  
N.B. Research courses and seminar courses may be repeated if the content of the course 
is different. 

 
Comprehensive examination (more details below) 
All students must satisfy a comprehensive examination requirement. The requirement 
consists of two substantial research papers each in a different field, selected in 
consultation with the student's advisory committee. The scope and content of the 
comprehensive exams must be discussed in a meeting with the full supervision committee 
before the research starts (excluding preparatory work). 
 
Residence and Thesis (more details below) 
All students must spend a minimum of six sessions in residence and present a thesis 
incorporating the results of original research carried out under the supervision of a 
member of the Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies. 
 
Language requirements 
 
Candidates must have an adequate knowledge of both French and English before 
completing the Ph.D program. Thus, they must be prepared to take the courses in both 
languages if necessary during the Ph.D program. PhD students who do not master French 
or English must take two French or English as a Second Language courses at the 
Bilingualism Institute (OLBI).  
 

QUALIFYING EXAM PAPERS 
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Each student must successfully complete two qualifying exam papers in accordance with 
the procedures below. 
 
Establishing a qualifying-exam committee 
Students are responsible for finding a faculty member to chair their committee. The same 
professor may not serve as chair for both examinations. All linguistics and cross-appointed 
professors may supervise PhD qualifying papers. The chair alone is responsible for 
selecting a reader to help in the evaluation process. The chair also ensures the fairness of 
the review process. The reader is contacted directly by the chair and must formally agree 
to be a reader by signing the LIN 9998 Qualifying Examination Form, available at 
Desmarais 8164.  
 
Topic approval 
All students must write one qualifying paper in one of the following core areas: Formal 
Linguistics (i.e. four core areas: phonology, morphology, syntax or semantics). The areas 
and topics of the two qualifying papers must be different. They are selected by the student 
and subject to the advisor’s approval. Note that the content of a qualifying paper may not 
consist solely of a literature review; instead, it must reflect the student’s ability to critically 
evaluate previous research on the chosen topic and argue for new, original ideas. The 
topic must be approved as a qualifying exam paper in the usual manner, and the thesis 
must then be written into exam-paper length and circulated in the usual manner. 
 
Before the student begins working on a qualifying paper, he or she must have a one-page 
abstract of the paper, detailing the intended topic, approved by the committee chair and by 
the Committee on Graduate Studies. Students who have started in September 2013 or 
after must also obtain approval form their Supervision Committee. Approval is formally 
granted once a signature appears on the "topic approval" line of the Qualifying 
Examination Form. At this stage, the chair presents the outline to potential readers, who 
must also signal their approval by signing the Qualifying Examination Form. Once the 
readers have approved the outline, they may not challenge it later. The student may elect 
to change topics, subject to approval by the committee chair. In this case, the approval 
procedure is repeated. 
 
 
 
Feedback and revisions 

 
1. During the write-up of the qualifying exam, the student must submit regular drafts to 

his/her supervisor.  The supervisor must provide feedback within two weeks. 
 

2. Once the qualifying exam supervisor deems that the circulated version is no longer a 
draft but is instead closer to a final version, he/she sends it to the reader. Only the 
chair may circulate a qualifying paper. Students are not entitled to do so. 

 

http://www.arts.uottawa.ca/linguistique/lin9998.pdf
http://www.arts.uottawa.ca/linguistique/lin9998.pdf
http://www.arts.uottawa.ca/linguistique/lin9998.pdf
http://www.arts.uottawa.ca/linguistique/lin9998.pdf
http://www.arts.uottawa.ca/linguistique/lin9998.pdf
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3. Once the reader has received the final version, the committee has four weeks to 
evaluate the work and return comments to the student. The student receives feedback 
through his/her qualifying exam supervisor.  

 
4. If the qualifying exam is accepted: 

 

a. To ensure that committee members do not give the student conflicting 
requirements, the committee must agree as a whole on what revisions (if any) 
can reasonably be expected of the student. If there is significant disagreement 
between the reader and the supervisor, the chair refers the matter to the 
Committee on Graduate Studies. If revisions are necessary, the Chair conveys 
the committee’s expectations to the student on one to two typewritten pages. If 
revisions are necessary, the Chair conveys the committee’s expectations to the 
student on one to two typewritten pages.  The chair must make sure that all 
revisions required by the committee have been made. 
 

b. When the supervisor and the reader deem the work acceptable, they must sign 
the qualifying exam form. 

 

5. A qualifying paper may be sent back to the committee no more than two times. If a 
third round of revisions appears necessary, the paper is deemed unacceptable and the 
student fails. In case of failure, the student can repeat the qualifying exam once, but 
must do so in a different area. 

 
Deadlines 
 

Old regulations for students starting September 2007: 
 
The first qualifying paper must be completed and approved by the Committee within 24 
months of initial registration in the program as a full-time student.  
 
The second qualifying paper must be completed and approved by the Committee no later 
than 12 months after the completion of the first qualifying paper.  
 
For students taking pre-requisite MA courses (i.e. Phonology I, Syntax I, Semantics I), the 
first qualifying paper must be completed and approved by the Committee within 30 months 
of initial registration in the program as a full-time student.  

 
New regulations for students starting January 2009: 
 
The first qualifying paper must be completed and approved by the Committee within 16 
months of initial registration in the program as a full-time student, 22 months if additional 
MA courses (Phonology I, Syntax I et Semantics I) have been required upon admission.  
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The second qualifying paper must be completed and approved by the Committee no later 
than 8 months after the completion of the first qualifying paper.  
 
For students who started the program in or after September 2013: Unless there are 
exceptional circumstances, a delay in the completion of a qualifying exam will 
automatically cause a negative annual progress report. Please note that policies have 
changed. Do not base yourselves on policies in place for previous cohorts.   

 
DOCTORAL THESIS 

 
Residence 

 
All students must spend a minimum of six sessions in residence and present a thesis 
incorporating the results of original research carried out under the supervision of a 
member of the Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies.  

 
Thesis proposal  
After completing the qualifying examinations, and before they begin substantial work on 
their thesis, students must have their thesis proposal approved by the Department. They 
must submit their thesis proposal no later than six months after completing the qualifying 
examinations. The recommended length for a doctoral thesis proposal is 10 pages. A copy 
of the proposal goes to the supervisor who must approve it. The supervisor chooses a 
reader who will have to approve the thesis proposal. The reader must be approved by the 
Committee on Graduate Studies. For students who started in or after September 2013, the 
topic must also be approved by the Supervision Committee. The supervisor and the reader 
must sign the relevant form and return it to the Department within two weeks of the 
reception of the proposal. The thesis supervisor discusses comments made on the thesis 
proposal with the candidate.  
 
Thesis committee selection 
The internal members of the thesis committee are chosen when the thesis proposal is 
prepared, and they participate in all stages of the thesis preparation.  All linguistics and 
cross-appointed professors who are members of the Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral 
Studies may supervise PhD theses and serve on committees. Professors in other 
academic units may also co-supervise a thesis (e.g. Second Language Institute, 
psychology, education, etc.) 
 
Registration during Thesis preparation 
Students must register for LIN 9999 during each session while writing their thesis. 
 
For more information on research and thesis preparation: 
Guide: http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=1373  
Regulations: http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=1807&monControl=Theses  

 

http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=1373
http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=1807&monControl=Theses
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PRESENTATION OF YOUR WORK AT CONFERENCES 
Students are encouraged to present their work once or twice a year, depending of their 
progress in the program. Students are strongly advised to consult their advisors (the Chair 
of COGS for new students) before submitting an abstract to a conference. Before the 
student goes to the conference, he/she will talk to the supervisor and discuss what the 
content of the paper will be. The professor will help not only with the content of the paper, 
but also with presentation (handout, Powerpoint presentation, etc.).   

 

PUBLICATION IN SCHOLARLY JOURNALS 
 

PhD students are strongly encouraged to submit their work for publication in scholarly 
journals. A student finishing the PhD program should normally have two publications by 
the time of completing the thesis.  Since there is a lot of variation in publication norms 
across subfields, it is recommended to discuss publication practices with the Supervision 
Committee and the Supervisor. 

 
 

5. COURSES AND REGISTRATION 
 
REGISTRATION 

The chair of the Committee on Graduate Studies, your Supervision Committee (if you 
started in or after September 2013) and/or your supervisor will assist you with the selection 
of your courses and go over your degree requirements. You must then log on to Rabaska 
and enroll for your courses.  

Do not forget that you must register every semester. Enrolling in courses and registering 
for a term are two different things. Do not forget to register even if you are not enrolled in 
any courses. Students are responsible for verifying their confirmation of registration, which 
is available via Web-based Student Services at http://uozone.uottawa.ca/en/frontpage.  
Any error should immediately be brought to the attention of Marc Brunelle, Chair of the 
Graduate Studies Committee. 
 

SELECTING AND ENROLLING IN COURSES 
You must register your courses online through Rabaska, accessible via UOzone/Rabaska 
http://uozone.uottawa.ca/en/frontpage. If for whatever reason you are unable to do so, you 
must fill out a registration form and drop it off with the academic assistant (Danielle 
O’Connor, Desmarais 8164). Registration forms are available at the secretariat, room 401 
or online at the following link: http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=2276   

Please note that students are not allowed to take more than two cross-coded courses as 
part of their course load. This is relevant for both the MA and PhD degrees.  

If the courses approved by your supervisor are not part of the regular requirements of your 

http://uozone.uottawa.ca/en/frontpage
http://uozone.uottawa.ca/en/frontpage
http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=2276
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program you will have to fill out the course attendance form, have it signed by your 
supervisor and the chair of COGS and bring it back to the academic assistant who will be 
able to forward the information to the FGPS. You will not be able to register for courses 
that fall outside the regular requirements of your program through Rabaska, you will have 
to fill out a registration form with your academic assistant.  

Students should check the date by which they should be registered on the sessional 
calendar http://www.registrar.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=2671. The date changes 
every year.  

ADDING AND DROPPING COURSES 
You can add or drop courses via Rabaska. Again, if this isn’t possible, you may have the 
academic assistant register your course manually by filling out a registration form.  

AUDITING COURSES 
It is possible to audit courses. You must obtain a form from the academic assistant, have 
the professor whose course you intend to audit sign it and bring it back to the academic 
assistant. As an auditor, you will not receive a grade for the course, but the course will 
appear on your grade report with AUD beside it. It is important to note that these courses 
cannot count towards the requirements of your program (i.e. they cannot be taken instead 
of courses for credit). Please also note that auditors are subject to the attendance 
requirements set for the course. You cannot register as an auditor through Rabaska. 

OUT-OF-PROGRAM COURSES 
You may take courses in other departments. Please see the program director if you wish 
to do so. In any given session, graduate students may, while enrolled in a program, 
register for a maximum of two courses (six credits) not required for their program, provided 
they have the approval of their academic unit and the FGPS. These courses are identified 
as "out-of-program" at registration and cannot subsequently be credited towards the 
program. Additional fees apply.  

LEAVES OF ABSENCE 
A leave of absence is granted only for serious reasons such as a serious illness, financial 
difficulty, occupational or family obligations. It is understood that the student will be totally 
inactive with respect to his/her studies during the period of leave. The granting of a leave 
does not imply permission to extend completion of degree requirements beyond the time 
limits stated in the calendar of the FGPS. Also, admission scholarships are not 
automatically deferred with a leave of absence. Only in cases of medical leaves or 
maternity leaves can the scholarship be deferred. The request for leave should be 
submitted to your academic assistant ideally a month before the end of the current 
semester. Click on the following link to access the form: 
http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Portals/29/forms/demande%20conge.PDF  

http://www.registrar.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=2671
http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Portals/29/forms/demande%20conge.PDF
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TIME LIMITS AND EXTENSIONS 

A candidate for the master's degree must complete all degree requirements within four 
years of the date of initial registration in the master's program. A candidate for the 
doctoral degree must submit the thesis within six years of the date of initial registration in 
the doctoral program. 
 
If you think you won’t be finishing your program within the allowed time limits, you must 
request an extension of the time limit to complete your requirements. Requests for 
extension must be submitted to your academic assistant 1 month before the end of the 
time limit. A detailed timeline of how you will reach you new deadline must be attached to 
the request for an extension. The request for extension form should be handed in to your 
academic assistant already signed by your supervisor and the chair of graduate studies. 
Click on the following link to access the form:  
http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Portals/29/forms/demande_prolongation.pdf  
 

 
COURSE OFFERINGS FOR 2014-2015 

 
NOTE: 
You can go to www.timetable.uottawa.ca or talk to individual professors to get more 
information on course offerings and schedules. 
 
Fall 2014 

LIN5904 Psycholinguistics 

Professor: Tania Zamuner 

This course is an introduction and critical survey of psycholinguistics. Topics covered will 
include theoretical and experimental approaches to speech perception, speech production, 
language processing, and language acquisition. Students will be provided with the 
opportunity to develop their own research proposal for experimental psycholinguistic 
research in their area of interest.  
 
 
LIN5915 Phonology I 

 
Professor: Marc Brunelle 

 

http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Portals/29/forms/demande_prolongation.pdf
http://www.timetable.uottawa.ca/
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Ce cours est un survol de la phonologie contemporaine (depuis le milieu des années 60). 
Un éventail de phénomènes phonologiques et de modèles théoriques développés pour les 
expliquer seront présentés (phonologie générative classique et dérivés, géométrie des 
traits, théorie de l’optimalité et dérivés, phonologie évolutionnaire). 

 
This course is an overview of modern phonological theory (since the 1960s), covering a  
wide range of phonological phenomena and the theories of phonology which have been 
developed to account for them (classic generative phonology and offshoots, feature 
geometry, optimality theory and offshoots, evolutionary phonology).  
 
 
LIN5917 Syntax 1 

Professor: Andrés Salanova 

An advanced introduction to recent generative models in syntax, with emphasis on the 
minimalist program. General organization of the grammar, morphosyntactic features, 
phrase structure, functional and lexical categories, movement rules. 
 

 
. 

 

LIN4725/LIN6901 Production de la parole 

Professor: Ian MacKay 

Substrats anatomique, physiologique et neurologique de la production de la parole et de 
l'ouïe. La phonétique à la lumière de ces substrats. Ontogénie et phylogénie de la parole. 
Sciences de la parole et applications. 

 

LIN4326/6902 Speech Acoustics 

Professor: Ian Mackay 
 
Acoustic theory; acoustics of the speech signal; articulatory generation of the acoustic 
phonetic signal; psychoacoustics; implications for research. Laboratory methods in the 
speech sciences. Group or individual project(s). 
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LIN4340/LIN7910 Urban Dialectology I: Data Collection 

Professor: Stephen Levey 

Analysis of language and social behaviour on the basis of natural data gathered in the 
speech community. Methods of linguistic data-collection in the urban setting, including the 
rapid anonymous survey, the sociolinguistic interview, participant observation and natural 
experimentation. Working in groups, students will study a particular neighbourhood in the 
Ottawa-Gatineau metropolitan region. 

 
 
LIN7920 Second Language Acquisition 
 
Professor: Laura Sabourin 
 
This seminar will focus on the experimental approach to studying adult Second Language 
Acquisition. In this course we will focus on the lexical and sentence level of L2 processing. 
Students will be required to conduct a critical review of the recent literature and the 
methodology used in the field. Students will gain experience in all areas necessary for 
running an experiment from conception to analysis. Students will conceive of a research 
project by developing a feasible research proposal for the course project. Additionally, 
students will participate in research projects already initiated in the Brain and Language 
Lab in order to acquire competence in running participants, data analysis and 
interpretation. 
 
 
Winter 2013 
 
LIN5918 Semantics I  
 
Professor: Ana Arregui 
 
This course is an introduction to formal semantics in generative grammar. We will be 
concerned with developing a theory of meaning that is able to account for speakers’ 
judgements about the truth of sentences in a compositional manner. Topics will include 
aspects of the semantics of noun phrases, quantification, variable binding, the 
interpretation of pronouns, belief contexts and modality. We will place emphasis in 
acquiring the formal tools needed to carry out research in semantics. This course is very 
much a “hands-on” introduction  

 
LIN5924 Recherche sociolinguistique/Research in Sociolinguistics 

Professor: Shana Poplack 
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Focusing on the theory, methods and data of linguistic variation analysis, this hands-on 
seminar provides students with the practical skills needed to undertake an independent 
research project in variationist sociolinguistics, including locating topics, preparing 
literature reviews and (quantitatively) analyzing and interpreting data. Working individually 
and collectively through workshops and assignments, students will gain experience in 
distilling findings into appropriate format for scholarly venues (grant requests, conferences, 
publications), including preparing abstracts, making oral conference-style presentations, 
and writing up results, following standard academic procedure.  

 

LIN6915 Phonologie II/Phonology II 

Professor: Marc Brunelle 
 
This course is designed as a general advanced course in phonological theory. Two 
general goals of the course will be to improve 1) the students' technical and formal 
abilities; 2) their ability to think about conceptual issues in phonology. Basic knowledge of 
Optimality Theory and rule-based approaches is expected. We will extend this basic 
theoretical knowledge by looking at some current phonological frameworks, including 
evolutionary phonology, usage-based phonology, and modern formal models, as well as 
current methodological approaches such as laboratory phonology. We will focus in 
particular on how phonological models are informed and tested with empirical data. 
 

 
 

LIN6917 Syntaxe II/Syntax II 

Professor: Éric Mathieu 

This course is an exercise in comparison between syntactic theories.  Major syntactic 
theories still disagree about basic matters like the importance of constituency, or the 
nature of lexical items.  However, all syntactic theories hold themselves responsible for a 
broadly similar range of empirical phenomena.  The course will fall into two parts.  In the 
first, we will briefly introduce a couple of theories with very different basic assumptions 
(provisionally Minimalism, Construction Grammar, and Categorial Grammar).  In the 
second, we will take an in-depth look at a particular empirical area (probably related to 
binding and control phenomena), and see how these very different theories seek to explain 
the same data.  This serves three purposes: we gain a better knowledge of how the 
theories work, we gain a better understanding of the empirical facts from examining the 
same phenomenon from multiple perspectives, and we gain insight into interplay between 
empirical research and theory construction. 

 
LIN7301 Statistics for Linguistics Research 

Professor: Laura Sabourin 
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Specialized statistical methods for linguistic analysis, including both descriptive and 
inferential statistics (e.g. frequency distribution, standard deviation, ANOVA, MANOVA, 
Regression, Correlation, and T-tests). Training in statistical software. Reading and writing 
of reports on statistics results. Practical training with linguistic data sets. 

 
   

LIN4341/LIN7911A Urban Dialectology II 

Professor: Shana Poplack 
 

Introduction to quantitative methods, within the framework of variation theory, for the 
empirical study of linguistic variation, of class and ethnic stratification, of age and sex 
differentiation, of linguistic change in progress and discourse analysis. Technical aspects 
of transcribing, coding, counting and storing spontaneous speech-data collected by 
students in LIN 4340 or elsewhere. 

LIN4970/LIN7912 Field Methods 
 

Professor: Andrés Salanova 
 
Introduction à la théorie et à la pratique de l'analyse sur le terrain, c'est-à-dire la 
documentation d'une langue non ou peu documentée par le biais de consultations avec un 
locuteur natif. Choix de consultants, cueillette de données, techniques d'enquête, enjeux 
culturels sur le terrain.  
Introduction to the theory and practice of linguistic analysis in the field, that is, 
documentation of an undocumented or partially documented language through interaction 
with a native speaker consultant. Consultant selection, data elicitation, methods of 
fieldwork, cultural issues in the field. 
 
 
LIN4970/LIN7930 Topics in Theoretical Linguistics I 
 
Evolution of Speech and Language 
 
Professor: Ian MacKay 
 
Seminar in issues relating to the biological evolution of the human capacity for speech and 
language. Scientifically-informed theories and hypotheses that take into account, genetics, 
changes in human morphology, dietary factors, social issues and others. Is language a 
special faculty or a result of general cognitive advancements? Is the label proto-language 
a useful/realistic one? Is UG (universal grammar) supported by evolutionary data? 

 
The course will be handled as a true seminar; students will be expected to actively lead 
and participate in discussions of the issues. A major term paper with an original take on an 
issue or issues will be required.  
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GRADES 
 

You can have access to your grade report online through InfoWeb. Grades are always 
recorded as “letter grades”, but you can refer to the scale below to find out what each letter 
refers to. Note that the passing grade for graduate courses is C+ for all graduate students, 
including those registered in the qualifying program. 
 
A+ 90 - 100% 10 points 

A 85 - 89% 9 points 

A- 80 - 84% 8 points 

B+ 75 - 79% 7 points 

B 70 - 74% 6 points 

C+ 65 - 69% 5 points 

All grades below "C+" are failing grades for graduate students 

C 60 - 64% 4 points  

D+ 55 - 59% 3 points 

D 50 - 54% 2 points 

E 40 - 49% 1 point 

F 0 - 39% 0 point 

Comprehensive examinations, theses, research papers, practica, and field work are 
usually graded Satisfactory (S) or Not Satisfactory (NS). 

DFR (deferred): is used when the appropriate authority considers that for a valid reason a 
student has not completed the requirements of a course (please refer to Deferred 
Evaluation). 

EIN (incomplete): is used when at least one of the elements of evaluation specified as 
compulsory has not been provided. This symbol is equivalent to a failing grade (F). 

ABS (absent, no work submitted): used when a student has not attended the course and 
has not informed the University thereof in writing, within the time limits. This symbol is 
equivalent to a failing grade (F). 

DR (drop): used when students have informed the faculty within the time limits specified 
under sessional dates that they have dropped a course.* 
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NNR (mark not received by the Faculty): used when no mark has been received by the 
Faculty in time for the printing of the reports. 

CTN (continuing): used for activities which continue during the following session. 

AUD (auditor): used when a student has registered to audit a course.  

S (satisfactory): used to indicate that a student has passed the proficiency test in the 
second language, or certain activities such as field work, seminars, internships, 
comprehensive examinations, major papers, theses or other activities. 

NS (not satisfactory): used to indicate that a student has failed the proficiency test in the 
second language, or certain activities such as field work, seminars, internships, 
comprehensive examinations, major papers, theses or other activities. 
 

 
TRANSCRIPTS 

To order a transcript, you must order through Docunet via UOZone or in person at 
Infoservice. The department can no longer order free transcripts for external scholarship 
applications. 
 
 
 

 
 
6. LIFE IN THE DEPARTMENT 
 
OFFICES 
 

Each student will be assigned an office by COGS at the beginning of the academic year. 
See the chair of COGS if you have questions or comments regarding offices. 

 
MAIL DISTRIBUTION 
 

You will be assigned a mailbox in the department. The mailroom is located in room 452. 
You need to know the door code in order to have access to your mailbox. Please see 
Jeanne D’Arc Turpin, Donna Desbiens or any of your colleagues in order to get the code. 
Please be sure to drop by the mailroom regularly to pick up your mail. 

 
LUNCH ROOM AND SALON MONET 
 

Students have access to Salon Monet and all its facilities (ask Donna Desbiens for the 
code – we ask that you keep the code confidential). They are asked to keep the place 
clean. However, students should not use the big fridge in Salon Monet but the small one 
(the one with the microwave on top). 
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ADLINGA 
 

The Graduate Student Association serves the interests of graduate students in the 
department and represents them through the departmental assembly and various 
committees. In addition, the association is a member of the Graduate Student Association 
of the University of Ottawa. The association comprises all graduate students in the 
Linguistics Department. A president and secretary-treasurer are elected each year at the 
beginning of October. The association meets monthly to discuss the needs and concerns 
of graduate students. The association is active year-round, including during the summer 
semester. Among its many activities, the association is responsible for the publication of 
CLO: Cahiers linguistiques d'Ottawa. 
http://www.arts.uottawa.ca/associations/adlinga/ 

 
CAHIERS LINGUISTIQUES D'OTTAWA/OTTAWA PAPERS IN LINGUISTICS  
 

Cahiers linguistiques d'Ottawa is a bilingual (English-French) peer-reviewed working 
papers series published by  the Department of Linguistics of the University of Ottawa. CLO 
appears once a year, although special issues on specific topics appear at various times. 
The basic purpose of the series is to disseminate new research in theoretical and empirical 
linguistics. Contributors include students and faculty members working in a variety of areas 
of language sciences both in Canada and abroad. 
 
Website : http://aix1.uottawa.ca/~clo/ 

 
DEPARTMENT NEWSLETTER 
 
 The Department of Linguistics has an online newsletter “Hiatus” that includes information 
 about research activities of members of the Department, upcoming conferences, 
 linguistic events, etc. Department members are encouraged to share their news. 
  
 Website : http://artsites.uottawa.ca/hiatus/ 
 
LINGUISTIC RESEARCH  
 

The Department of Linguistics houses facilities for researchers and teachers in the 
department. Equipment for recording, acoustic analysis, articulatory analysis, perceptual 
study and class demonstration is available. Recording equipment includes two sound-
treated studios, as well as equipment for analogue and digital sound recording. Portable 
equipment is available for fieldwork. Both PC and Macintosh computing environments are 
available for data analysis, stimulus presentation and data acquisition (with licenses for 
state-of-the-art software). Software and hardware equipment and demonstration 
equipment are available to create pedagogical materials. Other equipment includes CD 
burners and a scanner. There are a number of workstations in several rooms, allowing 
simultaneous and independent work.  

http://www.arts.uottawa.ca/associations/adlinga/
http://www.uottawa.ca/academic/arts/linguistique/eng/index.html
http://aix1.uottawa.ca/~clo/
http://artsites.uottawa.ca/hiatus/
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Facilities are available to department professors and students for research or class 
demonstration purposes. The technical officer is available to help with research or 
pedagogical technical matters.  

 
Business hours: By appointment 

 
Technician : Maurice Bélanger (Tel : 613-562-5800 ext. 1121 Email : labling@uottawa.ca  

 
SOUND PATTERNS LABORATORY 
 

In the Sound Patterns Laboratory (funded by the Canadian Foundation for Innovation), we 
use various phonetic techniques to study speech production and perception, to increase 
our understanding of the sound patterns, and more generally, the role that phonetic and 
other factors play in shaping the sound systems of languages.  The SPL houses a sound-
proof booth, ultrasound and electropalatography equipment for visualizing and recording 
tongue movement, equipment for measuring oral and nasal airflow, and an 
electroglottograph for recording vocal fold activity.  The lab also contains audio and video 
recording equipment and several Mac-, Windows- and Linux-based computers for data 
analysis and perception and production experiments.  The research conducted in the 
laboratory not only bears on English, French, but also on any other language of interest to 
researchers and students.  
 
Director: Marc Brunelle (SMD333C, marc.brunelle@uottawa.ca) 

 
CENTRE FOR CHILD LANGUAGE RESEARCH 

 
At the CCLR, Prof Zamuner and her students explore the early comprehension and 
production of language. Their research aims to further our understanding of child’s 
language development, while investigating parallel issues in adult language processing. 
 The lab provides training for undergraduates, graduate students and postdoctoral fellows, 
working towards enthusiasm for outstanding research, critical thinking and collaboration. 
 
The Centre is equipped with an Eyelink 1000, remote eyetracking system, which provides 
precise, on-line measurements of language processing. The Centre also has video and 
audio equipment, for data collection and analysis of children’s language development. 
 
Director: Tania Zamuner (Simard 333D) 

BRAIN AND LANGUAGE LABORATORY (BALL)  

The focus of the research conducted in the BALL is to investigate all aspects of online 
language processing. To undertake this issue the laboratory facilities include three 
behavioural/RT testing rooms and one ERP equipped testing room. In addition there are 
workstations available for data analysis and stimuli/experiment preparation. Some of the 

mailto:labling@uottawa.ca
mailto:marc.brunelle@uottawa.ca
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programs that are available are DMDX, Presentation, PsyScope, MatLAB, NeuroScan, 
PRAAT, Data Desk and SPSS.   

Director: Laura Sabourin (Arts 439)  
 
SOCIOLINGUISTICS LABORATORY (ART 403)  

The Sociolinguistics Laboratory is devoted to the study of spontaneous speech in its social 
context, with special emphasis on the mechanisms of language change, both internal and 
contact-induced. In addition to a major focus on the structure and use of Canada's official 
languages, as well as the interaction between them in Quebec and Ontario, other bilingual 
and bi-dialectal contexts investigated at the Lab include Tamil/English, Fongbe/French, 
Wolof/French, Ukrainian/English, Igbo/English, Nigerian Pidgin English, Finnish/English 
and African American English in the diaspora. Holdings include thousands of hours of 
audio tapes, and associated transcripts and concordances. Visit us at ART 402 and 
www.sociolinguistics.uottawa.ca!  

Director: Shana Poplack (Arts 422), X1764, spoplack@uottawa.ca Research coordinator: 
Nathalie Dion (Arts 403), X1184, ndio2@uottawa.ca Hours: 10 – 5 most days, or by 
appointment.  

SYNTAX-SEMANTICS LABORATORY (ART 415)  

The Syntax-Semantics Lab is a collection of students and faculty members at the 
University of Ottawa, dedicated to research into all aspects of natural language syntax 
and semantics. We work on a wide variety of languages, including various Romance and 
Germanic languages (both present-day and historical varieties), Slavic languages, 
Ojibwe, and Mebengokre, and on topics ranging from word structure and phrase 
structure to formal and cognitive semantics. A list of regular participants and their 
interests is here http://artsites.uottawa.ca/synsem/en/members/.  
 
The group meets approximately every two weeks during the semester, to exchange 
ideas, present original research, prepare for conferences, and discuss recent papers. 
You can find plans for upcoming meetings here 
http://artsites.uottawa.ca/synsem/en/category/meetings/, and a list of past meetings here 
http://artsites.uottawa.ca/synsem/en/past-meetings/.  
 
If you have any questions, or would like to be involved, don¹t hesitate to contact one of 
our coordinators, Saleh AlQahtani salqa033@uottawa.ca, Paul Melchin 
paulmelchin.5@hotmail.com, or Tharanga Weerasooriya wweer091@uottawa.ca.  

 
COLLOQUIUM SERIES 
 

The Colloquium Committee is in charge of organizing talks by invited speakers in the 
Linguistics Department (followed by a reception in Salon Monet). The objective is to 

http://artsites.uottawa.ca/synsem/en/members/
http://artsites.uottawa.ca/synsem/en/category/meetings/
http://artsites.uottawa.ca/synsem/en/past-meetings/
mailto:salqa033@uottawa.ca
mailto:paulmelchin.5@hotmail.com
mailto:wweer091@uottawa.ca
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organize 3 or 4 talks per semester with prominent scholars in the field, who are involved in 
current theoretical debates. The Colloquium Series is an important part of the intellectual 
life of our department. It allows us to interact with leading researchers in other 
departments in the sharing of research results, and let others know about the work we are 
doing here. Faculty and students are expected to attend the talks, even those not in their 
area of specialization. If you have ideas about possible speakers, please contact members 
of the committee. 

READING GROUPS 

The Syntax-Semantics Reading Group 

The Syntax/Semantics Reading Group 
The group meets every two weeks during term time. We discuss recent articles in syntax 
and semantics in an informal fashion. Sometimes we have guest speakers that visit 
Ottawa. Everyone is welcome! The contact person is: Tharanga Weerasooriya 
 wweer091@uottawa.ca 

 

THE OCP GROUP 

The Ottawa-Carleton Phonology discussion group brings together people from Ottawa and 
Carleton who are interested in phonology, phonetics, and related areas.  Meetings are held 
up to once a week to discuss readings and for members to present their current research.  
If you are interested, sign up for the mailing list by sending a message to 
LISTSERV@LISTSERV.UOTTAWA.CA with the content "subscribe phonottawa-l", or 
contact Marc Brunelle.  

THE SRG  
 

The Sociolinguistics Research Group is an informal forum for sociolinguists and other 
interested parties to discuss issues arising from their own ongoing research in connection 
with comps, memoires, dissertations, conference presentations, etc. Other activities 
typically include mock conference rehearsals, conference post-mortems, and occasional 
guest speakers. We’re always open to suggestions. Everyone is welcome!  To join the 
mailing list, send a message to sociolx@uottawa.ca or contact Stephen Levey 
slevey@uottawa   

 
 

 
7. SERVICES ON CAMPUS 
 

mailto:wweer091@uottawa.ca
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UOZONE 
 

Most of the services offered by the university are available through the web. It is through 
UOZone that you will manage much of your administrative business. You can rely on 
UOZone to check your student account, update your address, get your grade report, make 
sure you are registered, check your schedule, manage your computer and email accounts 
(e.g. change your password, etc.), get your tax forms, etc. 
 

STUDENT IDENTIFICATION CARD 
 

You can obtain you student ID card at InfoService located in Tabaret (the building right in 
front of the Arts building) after you have registered. This card serves as your library and 
gym card. It is a picture ID, so keep that in mind ;) Your student ID card is valid for the 
duration of studies and will be renewed automatically every time you register. The first one 
is free, but you will be charged an administration fee of $20 to replace it in case it gets lost 
or damaged. 

 
UNIVERSITY OF OTTAWA EMAIL ADDRESS 
 

You will receive information on how to activate your e-mail account in your offer of 
admission. Please consult the following link if you are having any trouble logging in: 
http://www.ccs.uottawa.ca/email/  

 
COMPUTER AND INTERNET ACCESS 
 

You may have access to the University of Ottawa’s web site, your University of Ottawa’s 
email account and InforWeb account in any of the several computer labs available in most 
buildings on campus. Please consult the following link for a map of all computer labs on 
campus: http://www.ccs.uottawa.ca/students/labs/  
 

LIBRARY 
 

Graduate students automatically get extended loan privileges. When you sign out a book, 
you are guaranteed to have it for a minimum of 28 days, even if someone puts a hold on it. 
You can keep it for a longer period of time (undetermined) if the book is not requested by 
anyone else. You may also take out “old” periodicals for 2 days and current ones for 1 day. 
You will find most linguistics books in the Morisset Library.  
 
The library offers an interlibrary loan service. You can order a book or journal article online 
or in person on the 1st floor of Morisset Library.  
Interlibrary loan form: http://www.biblio.uottawa.ca/ill/ill.html 
 
As a University of Ottawa student, you also have access to the library at Carleton 
University. Make sure you check there before ordering a document though the interlibrary 
loan services. 

http://www.ccs.uottawa.ca/email/
http://www.ccs.uottawa.ca/students/labs/
http://www.biblio.uottawa.ca/ill/ill.html
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EQUIPMENT NEEDS 

 
The seminar room in 420 is equipped with an overhead projector (OHP). If you require the 
use of a TV/VCR, OHP, computer equipment (e.g. for a powerpoint presentation) or a 
recorder for a class presentation or project you should speak to your professor (in 
advance). You can also contact the Multimedia Distribution Service (562-5900, 
Morisset 014) if you have questions regarding multimedia equipment loans. Make sure you 
do not leave the equipment unattended as you will be held responsible should it get stolen 
or damaged. 

 
PHOTOCOPYING 
 

Graduate students are allowed to print in the departmental copy room.  Please contact 
Donna Desbiens (ARTS401) to obtain your password for the copier and to know what the 
page allocation will be this year.  
 
You will also find copiers at various locations on campus (e.g. basement of Simard Hall, 
Tabaret, etc.). Purchase and refill your copy card at one of these locations on campus: 
www.uottawa.ca/print/copy-cards/  

 
FOOD/PUB 

 
For food options on campus, please consult the following link: 
http://foodservices.uottawa.ca/  
 
The Student Federation also manages several food outlets on campus: 
 
Cafe Alt (basement of Simard building): http://sfuo.ca/businesses/cafealt/    
1848 (University Centre, 216): http://sfuo.ca/businesses/bar/   
Pivik convenience store (University Centre Main Level): 
http://sfuo.ca/businesses/pivik/index.html  
 
The GSAED (Grad student association) manages Café Nostalgica (603 Cumberland): 
http://cafenostalgica.ca/  

 
BOOKSTORE 

 
Agora Bookstore (managed by SFUO): 145 Besserer St, http://www.librairieagora.ca/  
University Bookstore: University Centre, Main floor, http://www.bkstr.com/Home/10001-
11012-2?demoKey=d  

 
PHARMACY 
 

Campus Pharmacy: 100 Marie Curie 

http://www.uottawa.ca/print/copy-cards/
http://foodservices.uottawa.ca/
http://sfuo.ca/businesses/cafealt/
http://sfuo.ca/businesses/bar/
http://sfuo.ca/businesses/pivik/index.html
http://cafenostalgica.ca/
http://www.librairieagora.ca/
http://www.bkstr.com/Home/10001-11012-2?demoKey=d
http://www.bkstr.com/Home/10001-11012-2?demoKey=d
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SPORTS SERVICES 
 

As a University of Ottawa student, you have free access to sports facilities in Montpetit 
Hall and at the Sports Complex located at 801 King Edward. University of Ottawa’s sports 
services provide a great variety of services such as personal training, fitness rooms, a 
swimming pool, various types of courts (e.g. badminton, basketball, squash, etc.), 2 ice 
rinks, an outdoor field (e.g. soccer, football, etc), a dance studio and a martial arts room. 
You only need your student card to have access to the facilities. 
http://www.geegees.uottawa.ca/node/15  

 
BANK MACHINES 
 

• NATIONAL BANK : UCU 
• SCOTIABANK : STE, UCU AND TBT 
• CAISSE ALTERNA : RESIDENTIAL COMPLEX  
• RBC ROYAL BANK : HEALTH SERVICES 
• CIBC : UCU  

 
 
ON AND OFF CAMPUS HOUSING 
 

You can visit http://www.uottawa.ca/prospective/housing.html to learn more about housing. 
 
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS 
 

The International Office organizes orientation sessions for international students in early 
September and January every year. Participation in at least one of these sessions is 
MANDATORY.  You will find out about essential student services, receive information on 
procedures to follow for the renewal of your immigration documentation, and receive 
general information regarding integration into life in Ottawa.  

For further information or any questions concerning this matter, please contact isa-
cee@uOttawa.ca 
Please consult the pre-arrival guide for international students for any further information: 
http://www.international.uottawa.ca/en/students/pre-arrival.html  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.geegees.uottawa.ca/node/15
http://www.uottawa.ca/maps/index.html?campus=main&buildingId=17
http://www.uottawa.ca/maps/index.html?campus=main&buildingId=1
http://www.uottawa.ca/maps/index.html?campus=main&buildingId=17
http://www.uottawa.ca/maps/index.html?campus=main&buildingId=39
http://www.uottawa.ca/maps/index.html?campus=main&buildingId=32
http://www.uottawa.ca/maps/index.html?campus=main&buildingId=9
http://www.uottawa.ca/maps/index.html?campus=main&buildingId=17
http://www.uottawa.ca/prospective/housing.html
mailto:isa-cee@uOttawa.ca
mailto:isa-cee@uOttawa.ca
http://www.international.uottawa.ca/en/students/pre-arrival.html
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8. FINANCIAL MATTERS 
 

ASSISTANTSHIPS 
 

If you have been offered an assistantship, you should see Jeanne-D’Arc Turpin (room 448) 
to sign your contract. You should bring a VOID cheque with you. Please do so as soon as 
possible in order to avoid any delay in the payment of your assistantship. 

 
SCHOLARSHIPS AND FUNDING 

 
Each year, the Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies holds information sessions 
regarding scholarships and awards. Make sure to attend one of them as it is a great 
opportunity to ask questions and learn more on about which scholarships to apply to and 
the deadlines to follow. Note that for students admitted to the PhD in fall 2011 and fall 
2012, you must apply for external scholarships if you have been offered an entrance 
scholarship.  
 
Please consult the following link for updates on deadlines for applying and information 
sessions: http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=1458  

 
 
TRAVEL AND CONFERENCE FUNDS 
 
Please consult the following links for travel funding opportunities: 
 
CUPE Conference Travel Funds (see page 63-65 of the collective agreement): 
http://www.rh.uottawa.ca/fichiers/conventions/CUPE/2010-2013/cupe-2010-2013.pdf 
 
Other funding opportunities for M.A. students:  
http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=1459  
 
Other funding opportunities for PhD students: 
http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=4325  
 
 
TUITION FEES 

 
You can pay your tuition fees online (online banking or www.telpay.ca), in person (at a 
bank) or by phone (www.telpay.ca). You can also pay by bank transfer if you live outside 
of Canada (there is usually a fee for that).  
 
For every semester, the deadline to avoid paying late fees for the payment of your tuition 
fees changes. You should check that date. Make sure you check the deadlines at the 
following link: http://www.registrar.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=3895. It is your 

http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=1458
http://www.rh.uottawa.ca/fichiers/conventions/CUPE/2010-2013/cupe-2010-2013.pdf
http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=1459
http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=4325
http://www.telpay.ca/
http://www.telpay.ca/
http://www.registrar.uottawa.ca/Default.aspx?tabid=3895
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responsibility to check that date.  Invoices are no longer sent by mail, you must consult 
you UOZone account to check your online statement of account. 
 

 
9. IMPORTANT WEBSITES AND TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
 
WEBSITES 

• University of Ottawa’s Main Page: http://www.uottawa.ca 
 
From the main web site you can have quick access to various useful sites such as those of 
UOZone and the libraries by clicking on the tabs on the lower left side of the screen 
 
• Faculty of Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies: http://www.grad.uottawa.ca 
 
You can visit this web site to learn more about Graduate regulations, scholarships, 
financial support, payment of tuition fees, UHIP (health insurance for international 
students), sessional dates, convocation, etc. 
 
• Adlinga (Association des Diplômés en Linguistique/Linguistics Graduate Association): 
http://artsites.uottawa.ca/adlinga/?lang=en  
 
This website provides useful information regarding upcoming events in the departments, 
talks, and contact information for currents students, important announcements and photo 
albums from past events. 
 
• GSAÉD (Graduate Student Association des Étudiants Diplômés): 
http://www.uottawa.ca/gsaed/ 
 
You can find information about the health plan, the various services offered by the 
graduate students association and about Café Nostalgica, the graduate student pub. 
 
• Ontario student loan program (OSAP): http://osap.gov.on.ca/ 
• OC Transpo (bus services in Ottawa): http://www.octranspo.com/ 
 
• STO (bus services in Gatineau, Québec): http://www.sto.ca/ 
 

TELEPHONE NUMBERS 
 
• University of Ottawa Switchboard: (613) 562-5800 

• University of Ottawa Security Services: 
  Emergencies: (613) 562-5411 Information: (613) 562-5499 

http://www.uottawa.ca/
http://www.grad.uottawa.ca/
http://artsites.uottawa.ca/adlinga/?lang=en
http://www.uottawa.ca/gsaed/
http://osap.gov.on.ca/
http://www.octranspo.com/
http://www.sto.ca/
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Why you shouldn’t dial 911 in case of a campus emergency 
Protection Services officers are trained in first aid, have a defibrillator, and know the 
campus thoroughly. They can respond to an emergency call much more quickly, and are 
able to assess the severity of the emergency and communicate the information effectively 
to the emergency services. An officer is always available to accompany the emergency 
services on campus to ensure that they find the location quickly. 
 
•  University of Ottawa Foot Patrol:  (613) 562-5800, ext. 7433 

   Useful if you are working late on campus. For more details, go to 
   http://www.uottawa.ca/services/protect/raccompagnement_e.html 

http://www.uottawa.ca/services/protect/raccompagnement_e.html
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